PROTOTYPES ARE PLAYABLE QUESTIONS

actions players take both inside the game (their character or interaction with the environment,
objects, and other players) and outside the game (the controller, the screen, and so on). So just
as the peeler is modeled and refined to feel right and make the task of peeling vegetab les easier, prototyping a game is trying to give form to the game designer 's ideas about how the game
feels to the player, the experiences the game provides the player with, and how that makes t he
player think and feel. That 's one of the main differences between game design and many other
forms of design . Instead of making something easier to do, games emphasize fun , challenge , or
mood over ease of use-wh ich sometimes means making things harde r instead of easier.
This is one of the great things about games-they

are about creating play. An important th ing

to keep in mind : games can be a form of expression , too . Not all games need to be "fun ," but
they do need to create interest ing choices for the player and engage the player in an experience. To do this , we need to prototype so that we can see if aspects of our game are indeed
providing the experience we imagined they would . Game designers heavily rely on a process of
prototyping and playtesting to actually see what they're making . So one of the main questions
prototypes investigate is whether the game provides the in- game experience and emotional
and intellectual response the team hopes to provide, whether that be an intuitive , fun , or challenging play experience.

Prototypes

Are Playable Questions

One of the important things to consider when setting out to make a prototype is w hat ideas
and goals need to be evaluated . One of the better ways to do t his is to po se qu estion s about
the aspects of a game's design that need t o be answered. Is the primary activity enjoyable? Are
players understanding the game's theme? Is the color palette work ing stylistica lly and functionally? Prototyping shou ld always be driv en by questions like th is so that you can keep th e game's
design moving forw ard. This is th e tra nsit io n from conceptualization to prototyping-taking
the goals and design values generated during conceptu alizatio n, and creating prototypes t hat
explo re open design questions th at will be answ ered through playtesting.
Early in the process, getting from an idea to a prototype as fast as possible is important to really
see id eas in action. Later, it might ta ke a good deal of tim e t o get from design revisio ns to a new
prototyp e. The importan t thin g is to remain focused on t he most effic ient way to give fo rm t o
the questions about the game's design.
As things proc eed through th e iterativ e design proc ess, prototypes will probab ly ta ke mu ltiple forms. Early on, prototyp e wi t h paper or physical objects like dice, index cards, or maybe
existing code libr aries and old mod els and visual assets. The point here is to t ry out some of the
main action s and overall structure of th e game to det ermin e if th ere's someth ing w ith po tenti al
to engage players. Som e game concept s and approaches requi re getting digital early in th e
process. Even th en, structu re and player actions should be th e focus. The old adage, "perfect
is th e enemy of don e," app lies to game design and pe rhaps should be refi ned to "po lish is th e
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enemy of iterative game design, " at least in the early stages. There are a couple reasons for t his:
the more time spent getting something just -so, the longer you have to wait to see the answers
to the questions embedded in the prototype. Just as important is avoiding emotiona l investment in ideas early on-the

more time spent polishing , the more likely it is the ideas wil l start

feeling "good " and the harder it will be to think about them object ively. We know this goe s
against almost everything taught about making things. But t rust us, the quicker a prototype is
created , the sooner it can be tested , and the sooner the game can be refined and made bett er.
Keeping the number of changes made to the game's design to a min imum while working on t he
prototype is important. Becausechanging a rule-or

a single variab le-can

generate all kinds of

emergent phenomenon in the game, it 's important to playtest before making too many sign ificant changes to the game. (Playtesting is covered in Chapter 11, "Playtesting Your Game.")
Remember to keep referring back to the design values while prototyping . Design values may
shift or change during the process, but be aware when they m ight change, and be sure to discuss with the team and then integrate it into your documentat ion-because

the prototyp ing

and internal playtesting process might reveal a new design value.

Eight Kinds of Prototypes
Just like there are different motivations for creating a game , the re are different types of prototypes and goals behind them . When designing around story , start with writing. If design ing
around the main actions of a game, start trying to perform the actions physically, or w rite up
some rough code to figure out how it feels. In fact, there are so many ways to protot ype and so
many forms to prototype in, it could be the subject of its ow n book . But we'll atte mpt to outli ne
the primary ones in this chapter: paper, physical, playable, art and sound, interface , cod e and
technology, core game, and complete game.

Paper

Prototypes

Paper prototypes are the most abstract of prototypes. They aren't necessarily abst ract in th e
sense of not representing things , but instead in the sense of being very schematic and high
level, representing the game in a simplified form. If you are design ing a videog ame, paper
prototypes can be a bit like pretend ing to play a videogame w ith little paper cut outs - wh ich is
all they need to be most of the time. Paper prototypes are often the first step in giving fo rm to a
game concept . Sometimes they involve schematic drawings , somet imes they are pape r cut outs,
and sometimes they use little pieces of paper, tokens, and other small objects . The main goal of
a paper prototype is starting to see the game, even if it isn't really playable.
A game that we are working on with a working title of Ping! is derived from a mom ent w e
had playing ping pong in our office together and is an homage to the classic game Pong, but
with a strategic twist of adding different kinds of paddles with different abilities . Early in the
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conceptualization process, we realized we needed to home in on what the nouns (or objects),
verbs (or actions), and adjectives (or emotions) of our game would include. We started with
what we experienced in a regular game of ping pong and then added some of the nouns,
verbs, and adjectives we were thinking about for our model of it . We then listed each one using
color-coded index cards to help us keep things organized. Once we had the cards, we reviewed
them to see which we wanted to keep and which we wanted to remove in our videogame. We
also took the opportunity to discuss some new nouns, verbs, and adjectives that we thought
we ought to include in our game. This exercise made starting our paper prototype much easier,
as we had strong lists of the objects, playspace, and actions we wanted to try out. You might
recognize the noun-verb-adjective exercise from the previous chapter-it's

no coincidence that

it's also a great way to identify elements to prototype on paper.
We had questions we wanted to answer about our basic concept that would be easier to answer
through testing them with a paper prototype. Producing a paper prototype was a great way to
turn the abstract ideas we'd developed on our noun, verb, and adjective cards into something
more than ideas. Further, it would allow us to ask and answer some basic questions about our
game: does the basic idea here make sense?What are the elements we need in the game? How
will they move and interact?
We used the simplest materials we could and didn't worry about things looking good. So we
grabbed regular printer paper, some construction paper, scissors, and a few magic markers to
make a quick paper prototype (see Figure 10.2).We created a series of paddles and balls for the
game and then used our fingers to move things around and imagine what the game would feel
like. The paper prototype also forced us to develop rough preliminary interface sketches, which

•
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Figure 10.2

Creating a paper protot ype .
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further advanced our understanding of the game , including things like where the score would
be placed, how scoring would be calculated, and other important details we hadn 't considered
up to that point .
As we worked on the paper prototype, we quickly iterated on ideas around the size of the balls,
the size of the paddles, possible ways to create a more dynamic play experience for our players.
Making this prototype helped us think about how some of the paddles might look, how we show
the paddle that's being used, and really basic stuff that we wouldn't be able to think through
without a paper prototype, such as where the ball should come in. We figured out that it should
be either auto-served from the center with some kind of angle on it or served from one or another
of the paddles. The paper prototype really helped us figure things out about screen layout and
how objects in the game might move . Sometimes that 's the main use for a paper prototype .
As in the previous example, a paper prototype doesn 't need to look pretty. In fact, in the beginning, when thinking through the basic play experience, putting energy into what the game
looks like isn't always helpful. Just use rough sketches. Again, the goal is getting something
together quickly so the ideas behind the game can be evaluated.
Different games will require different kinds of paper prototypes , so having a basic toolkit of
elementary school art supplies is the best bet : paper, magic markers, scissors, glue, tape, rulers,
some dice, and game tokens (see Figure 10.3). Paper prototypes are good for asking basic questions about your game. What are the elements onscreen? What is the playspace? What objects
do players engage with? What actions do players perform during play? How will the experience
make players feel?

0
Figure 10.3

An array of prototyping materials.

Physical Prototypes
Physical prototypes are all about trying to capture the way the game actions will play out .
Instead of trying to represent what the game will look like onscreen , as we did with our paper
prototype, physical prototypes are attempts to quickly iterate on how the game feels. Physical
prototypes can model the kinetic aspects of a game . They can also model how players engage
with the rules of the game, particularly when the game has a skill-based challenge or challenge
that involves moving spatially .
One of our favorite multi player arcade games, Killer Queen, by Josh De Bonis and Nik Mikros, was
designed first as a physical field game . We'll call the physical version Killer Queen Field Game
(see Figure 10.4). It 's an interesting example of a physical prototype because Killer Queen Field
Game is also its own exciting , standalone game. It was developed for the Come Out and Play
Festival' in 2011, with the goal "to bring people together to play and to have a good time ."2
That it did , with the field game being played and shown at a wide array of game festivals in the
United States and abroad.
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Killer Queen and Killer Queen Field Game . Photo by Lindsa y Dill.

Killer Queen Field Game is played with 2 teams of 10 players. One player on each team is the
Queen, which is akin to the role of quarterback in football. Other players are the Workers. They
can run around and gather food (represented by rubber balls). One way the team can win is
by bringing that food back to the base basket and filling it up. Or the team can use the food to
become soldiers, and then they can kill other players, including the Queen. They can also win

1

A game fe sti val focu sed on outd oo r gam es and games in the streets.

2

lndiec ade East 2014, "Sw o rds and Snails: The Killer Queen Story," www .yout ube .com/ watch?v= Fe6eUnc uXFM.

by killing the enemy Queen three times . The Workers can move the snail, or its analog in th e
field game, the bomb. The third way to win is to bring the snail home or push the bomb to the
opponent 's base. All of the rules and win conditions in Killer Queen Field Game are the same in
the videogame edition. The field version allowed Josh and Nik to develop the rules and test and
refine it based on how teams devised strategies. It also gave them t he opportunity to see how
teams managed and coordinated movement and physical skill- ru nning from where balls w ere
deposited on the field to bring them back to the base, wh ile avoiding killers with foam sw ords.
All of this physical prototyping and testing of the game at various festivals led to a well-honed
sport emphasizing deep strategy .
This was Josh and Nik's third physical game together, in a set of games that emphasized playful spectacle . After touring with Killer Queen Field Game, they decided that lugging all of the
game elements (foam swords, bats, dozens of rubber balls) wa s becoming taxing . Because
they already made videogames professionally, they decided to try to develop the game into a
videogame so that it was more portable. The irony is that Killer Queen (the videogame ) turne d
out to be a huge arcade game, with a large enough cabinet to accommodate 10 players. Most
of the rules developed and tested in the field game were translated to the videogame, with the
addition of actions inspired by the classic Williams Electronics arcade game Joust. Now, rather
than running on a field, teams flew or jumped from platform to platform collecting food , moving the Snail (the Bomb in the field version) to home base, or trying to parry with thei r sw ord
and kill the Queen.
Killer Queen Field Game is an example of how physical games (and prototypes ) can be converted into videogames. Through iterations of the game at different events, Josh and Nik developed a deeply strategic game with the kind of spectacle their games were known for. Even if
your physical prototype is not as fully iterated on or developed as Killer Queen Field Game, it
can serve to illuminate player strategy , physical constraint , and even the feel of the game and
game physics and kinetics. Remember the Journey example about sliding up and down the
sand dunes? That could also be considered a form of physical prototyping . It really depends on
the kind of play experience you are designing.

Playable

Prototypes

The playable prototype is usually the first digital prototype and might even form the base for
the final game. Early playable prototypes are all about trying to model the core game act ivity players will do. Remember, games are about what players do, so this means focusing early
digital prototypes on the game 's actions. The key is to keep it rough and ugly here. Use simple
shapes and colors to represent elements in the game, and focus your time and energy on t he
actual play experience. This early image of a prototype made to model the mult iplayer aspects
for Journey is a great example (see Figure 10.5). It look s nothing like the compl eted game and is
played from a completely different camera perspective, but it helped the team fi nd answers to
their questions about player interactivity in the game.
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An early playable prototype for Journey.

As with most forms of prototyping, finding the fastest way to give form to ideas is the goal
with playable prototypes. Sometimes this means using unexpected methods. Local No. 12,our
company with Eric Zimmerman, is working with programmer Peter Berry on a mobile word
puzzle game called Losswords.In it, players create and solve word puzzles. Early on, to see if
the basic actions and goals were enjoyable, we wanted to make a playable digital version (see
Figure 10.6). Instead of putting the time and energy into coding a back end and interface, we
decided to use Skype's chat function to make a low-fidelity playable prototype. One of us
played the game logic, while the others took turns creating and solving the word puzzles. To do
this, the game logic player sent each of us a text message in Skype with a passage from a book .
Our task, as players, was to find the words inside the words and send back a version of the text
with the words we found . The game logic player then scored each of us based on a few criteria
(number of words, length , rarity) and told us the results. This was a simple test , and while it
didn't have all of the elements of our final game design, it gave us a sense of how the core
game would play. Because Losswordsis a text-based word puzzle game, using Skype's text chat
functionality made sense as a way to quickly find out if the game was engaging. This method
allowed us to create a playable version of the game after an hour or so of planning rather than
days and days of programming.
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Name the book:
Looking backwards, Edward Bellamy
A treatise on Human Nature, David Hume
Alice'sAdventuresin Wonderland,Lewis Carroll

Figure 10.6

A playable prototype of Losswords created using Skype.

The key to the playable prototype is to keep your eye on your design values and not forget
what you are trying to embody in your prototype. When you have a prototype you think works
pretty well, check in on the design values. How well does your playable prototype express
those values? Keep working on it until it does, or revise your design values if you find something in your prototype that will improve the experience. As we said before, design values are
an important guide to the process, but when you are prototyping , you 're going to discover
some new, exciting elements for your game. The key is not to get too carried away and have
a discussion about whet her editing your design values will help you improve the overall play
experience of your game .
Early playable prototypes make real the design ideas about the actions the players carry out in
the game . This type of prototype is really important because if the actions the players are do ing
over and over aren't fun , the game won't be fun . Most games go through a dozen or more
playable prototypes in the process of developing and refining the main actions, objects, and
playspaces of the game .

Art and Sound Prototypes
Another form of prototyping is art and sound prototypes . The playable prototype may not
have final sound or art, using simple placeholders . However, art and sound prototypes can be
developed in tandem to explore ideas around the visuals and the sounds of the game . These
are more like traditional art direction approaches found in graphic design, application develop ment, and animation . Art prototypes focus on things like the color palette, the typography , the
illustration or modeling style-all

the things that fit under the "look and feel" of a game . Often,

one member of the team is working on the playable prototype while other team members are
working on art prototypes.
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For Tale ofTales' atmospheric game ThePath (see Figure 10.7),Auriea Harvey and Michael
Samyn started with the theme and a feeling for the sound and art before developing the
actual gameplay. They began with the theme of Little RedRiding Hood filtered through a horror lens. The music of Kris Force and Jarboe provided inspiration as well-beginning

with the

atmospheric effects of their music on other projects, and ending with a soundtrack they made
specifically for ThePath. The feeling of the music, the theme, and the design of the six sisters in
the game provided inspiration and guided the entire design process. As Auriea explains ,
When we had to decide which character to make first, I said it immediately, "Ruby is the
one!"Through working out her character and style we solidified what all the characters
would be .. .. Before her, we had no idea what we were making. Ruby helped us figure all
of it out. 3

Figure 10.7

3

The Path.

Auriea Harvey, "The Making of Ruby" from The Path development blog, http: // tale-of-tales.com / ThePath/
blog / 2008/ 10/ 03/the-maki ng-of -ruby/.
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Early on, an art prototype may be no more than mood boards-a

collection of images taken

from comics, film, art and photographs that serve as reference points to what the team wants
the game to look like. The development of the characters in The Path is a great example of this .
The development of Ruby involved plenty of sketching and visual research (see Figure 10.8)looking to film and other media as inspiration. Later, an art prototype may include some animation and even some interactivity so that you can see how the visual style will feel in play.
Like the art prototype, a sound prototype might simply be existing music or sound effects that
are put together like a mood board to help the team decide on the tone of the music and sound.
Sound and music deeply affect the mood of the game, so it's important to consider them as
part of the early stage of game design rather than an afterthought. For The Path, the music of
Kris Force and Jarboe served as constant inspiration, and ultimately, they became collaborators on the game, composing an original score. As the sound elements are defined , trying
out different soundtracks and sound effects can greatly change the play experience . Sound
brings a game to life, so integrating it into playable prototypes can really change the response
from playtesters .

.,..--.

_____

Figure 10.8

Art prototypes for The Path.
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Interface
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Prototypes

Interface prototypes address the way the player interacts with the game. Is there a heads-up
display? Is there a custom controlle r or an unusual use of a traditional controller? Interface prototypes explore ideas relat ing to how a player directly engages with the game .
With our game Losswords, the interface is the game (see Figure 10.9).By that , we mean that all
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of the actions in the game are represented by directly manipulating elements onscreen . The
gameplay involves two modes. One mode is finding words inside words and selecting them
so that they will drop out of the text and become fragments , generat ing a fragmented word
puzzle for a friend to solve. The second game mode involves solving these puzzles by putting the word fragments back into the right places, trying to score high enough so that you
can capture the book for your library . As Peter was writing basic game logic, we had plenty to
prototype in terms of the screen layouts, how players would navigate to new puzzles, and how
the word selection and movement of word fragments would work . Early on, we developed
schematics for each screen to develop the player experience and logic of the game before
beginning to build anything . We had interface schematics, screen by screen in image-editing
software, and we used presentation software to replicate how players would move through the
game 's screens. These interface prototypes also served as the scaffolding for the art developed
for the game .
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Note that inte rface prototype s don 't necessarily involve coding anything. They can be created
simply by using image -editing software or presentat ion software to figure out the interface
components and how they work . Also note that the game schematics-described

in Chapter 7,

"Game Design Documentation ," might line up with, or be the same document as, the interface
prototype , as it did with our Losswords example.

Code/Tech

Prototypes

As you move through early prototyping by considering the gameplay, art , sound, and interface ,
you might also need to begin testing technologies and beginning to write code . Once you
have developed the playable prototype, you will also want to consider technologies for the
larger game . Maybe you want to see how the basic code perfo rms on a couple of machines,
for example . Or perhaps you want to check the inpu t/ output to a server. This sort of prototype
is a code prototype. Code prototypes are likely to be internal prototypes as w ell, to work out
infrastructure necessary for more complete tests of your game .
For the game Perfect Woman , Peter Lu and Lea Schonfelder started off bu ilding the core techni cal aspect of the game: using the Kinect to capture player body positions and match them to
the onscreen character (see Figure 10.10). Peter had worked on a Kinect-based game before ,
Cosmicat Crunchie s, so he had a pretty good idea of the Kinect 's capabilities. His experience of

trial and erro r trying to push the Kinect's facial recognition capabilities showed him the limits of

Figure 10.10 A tech prototype for Perfect Woman.
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the technology but also what it was good at. Many technical prototypes expose the strengths
and weaknesses of the technology and help inform the game's design through the constraints
of what that technology is able to do. For Perfect Woman, Peter wrote the code and Lea
developed the art and narrative. Within just a few days, they had a working prototype of the
gameplay, with the Kinect registering body position and transcribing that to a 2D model of one
of the in-game characters. While many technical and code prototypes don 't use final art, Perfect
Woman did simply because Lea had already developed it, and it was easy enough for Peter to

drop it in. The technical prototype didn't include all of the scenes or any of the actual game
logic, but it did include the core gameplay of matching poses to body position . Connecting the
Kinect to Unity and getting this core action to work was the main task at this point. Another
aspect of these first few days in the development process was to t w eak the code so that the
mapping of the movements between the player and onscreen character were smooth, avoiding
too much lag between the player and character movement.
From the Perfect Woman example , we can see that there are two primary functions for a
technical or code prototype. One is to see if the core actions or aspects of the game are possible given the constraints of the technology. This involved Peter implement ing and te sting
a Unity library for the Kinect and trying it out. Because he already had some experience with
the Kinect in his earlier work, this aspect of the prototyping process went fairly quickly . The
second function for a technical / code prototype is to develop the core gameplay, changing the
code to arrive at the right feel for t he inter act ion . Peter did thi s by changing t he smoothing and
speed with which the in-screen character reacted to Kinect input to address the quality of lag
between them (since the lag was impossible to completely get rid of, based on the natu re of
the Kinect t echno logy).
Technical and code prototypes can also help home in on the best game engine to use or on the
right input devices or physical element s (if any) for the game. In some cases, the game might
use a piece of technology that is new or unfamiliar . In this case, trying it out early on to get a
good sense of whether it will be appropriate to the game is key. New techno logies, such as
the release of the Kinect 1.5 for Perfect Woman , can be hyped beyond what they are actually
capable of. Testing them to see what their capabilities and constraints are will inform the game play-digital

game design being a constant dance between what 's possible w ith the technol-

ogy and what 's in th e designer's imagination.

Core Game

Prototypes

Once things start coming together around the playable prototype , it is time to move toward
a core game prototype: a prototype th at includ es the core game expe rience .4 It is different
from the playable protot ypes in th at it isn't ju st focused on one or two aspects of the game: it

4

Some developers use t he term "alpha" instead of "core game prototype. " We stay away from th is language d ue to it s
or ig in in software developm ent and becau se it relates more to production t han design .
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brings all the core parts togethe r to see how the whole feels and plays. At this stage, adding
some basic art and sound design can be helpful to identify how they will be integrated into the
experience . Also, it's time to include rough placeholders fo r some of the game content , writing ,
and any intro sequences or tutorial elements.
This also means you will want to create add itional core game prototypes once your team has
worked through the feedback from your playtesters. As with everything else, you want to
remember the role of prototyping: giving form to your ideas and asking the right quest ions so
that you can test them via playtesting (which we discuss in further detail in Chapter 11,"Playtesting Your Game"). Determining the right prototypes to keep your game advancing toward
a complete design is important. This often means creating additional playable, art, and code
prototypes that will inform the core game prototype. Work smartly and efficiently. That 's the
goal with a play-based game design process.
In Jane Friedhoff's Slam City Oracles (see Figure 10.11),Jane was trying to create the feeling of

sensory overload she exper ienced playing games like Vlambeer's Luftrausers, but also in riot
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Figure 10.11

An early prototyp e of Slam City Oracles.
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grrrl moshpits. She quickly came up with some ideas involving two players bouncing around
in an environment filled with objects. Instead of worrying about what it would look or sound
like or even what the goals might be, Jane decided to create a prototype of the core action of
the game. She created a core game prototype that represented the player characters as circles
and the objects in the world represented by squares. There were no game goals, just the basic
player abilities to smash around and the physics to create the bedlam of the two characters
smashing around into objects. Because the basic pleasure of bouncing around and smashing into things was the core play experience, that was all Jane needed to really get a sense of
whether her game was providing the play experience she intended.

Complete

Game

Prototypes

After a couple of rounds of core game prototypes and playtests, you are likely ready to move
onto a complete game prototype . A complete game prototype includes all aspects of your
game : menus, start screens, all the actions and objects in place, and the game able to be played
through from start to finish. With the other kinds of prototypes, we emphasize making quick
prototypes that aren't perfectly built. With complete game prototypes, work fast and remember that it doesn't need to be perfect until the production phase (discussed in Chapter 13,
"Moving from Design to Production") . That said, paying attention to how things come together
with more of an eye toward the final build of the game helps.
Kevin Cancienne's Dog Park (see Figure 10.12) is a great example. In this four-person local multiplayer game, players perform as dogs, running, cavorting, barking, jumping, and wrestling,

Figure 10.12

A complete game prototype of Dog Park.
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each trying to have the most fun. Fun is measured by how many different moves and combos players perform , such as jumping over other dogs. Kevin worked on a complete game
prototype for the months leading up to its premiere at NYU Game Center's 2014 No Quarter
exhibition . The exhibition gave Kevin an excellent opportunity to see how players responded
to the full game in a context conducive to local multi player games. Given that players would
encounter and play the game without instruction, it was important for Kevin to make the game
as complete as possible. But he also knew this was just a prototype, so he did not worry about
writing elegant code or super-rigorous bugtesting (even though he did a lot of bugtesting).
The goal was to see the full game design realized and played so that he could assessthe overall
state of the game , his goals for it, and players' reaction to it.

Documenting

Your Prototypes

When creating prototypes, you want to capture the questions and ideas you are exploring
through each. For each prototype, you want to have a clear reason for why you are creating it.
You want to make sure to document the questions your prototype is exploring. You also want
to record what you are doing to answer those questions. This may be written, or it might just be
photo or video documentation . And you need to make sure you capture how you did it, so you
can re-create the prototype if you need to. This form of documentation might be written, or it
might be photos or videos. It really depends on what you are doing .
This is where the documentation introduced in Chapter 7 comes into play. Prototype notes
and versions should be kept somewhere everyone can get to them , and issues that come up
and need to be discussed must be captured in the tracking spreadsheet under "for discussion."
Once it's been discussed, any changes to the design should be captured in the design document. Remember where you put your design values and recorded your ideas about the game?
You want to document the ideas you haven't yet put into your prototype so that you have a
to-do list for things to consider adding to the prototype . This is especially important when
you're working in teams-to

have one central document containing all of the design decisions

you 've made. Ultimately , it 's the growing, live document of your iterative process.
In addition to the design document, the game schematics will embody many of your prototyping questions . In fact, in interface-heavy games, the schematic might be the interface
prototype. Finally, you will want to keep track of all the to-do 's that come up throughout the
prototyping process. This is also where the tracking spreadsheet comes into play, in keeping up
with the goals and tasks for producing the prototype. We really like to use a combination of the
prototype, our design document , the schematic , and a task list to identify the kinds of tasksor to-do items-involved

in making our next prototype.

SUMMARY

There is so much going on during the prototyping process that it is easy to lose track of what
you 've done, why you did it, and what you should do next. To help keep up with all this, documentation is super important. This doesn't necessarily mean writing lengthy design documents
or creating super-detailed schematics, but it does mean being careful and meticulous to capture the why, what, and how of your prototypes.

Summary
Prototypes come in all kinds of forms, from physical, to paper, to digital, and hybrids inbetween. Each prototype is trying to make tangible an aspect of your design concept, whether
it be the way something moves, the way it looks, or the way it feels.
Prototyping shows us what our game will look and sound like and helps us figure out how it will
be built. Prototypes can start quite simply, w ith very little or no technology; examples are paper
prototypes, physical prototypes, art prototypes, and even interface prototypes. The first digital
prototype is called a playable prototype, although one might start with a code/ tech prototype
to test out technology. Core game prototypes and complete game prototypes are developed as
the game assets are created and after playtesting the first playable prototype .
•

Paper prototypes: These are great early-stage means for making ideas concrete . Paper

prototypes use paper to represent onscreen elements in a game. They help think through
what needs to be onscreen and how the various objects interact within the playspace. Most
importantly, they define what the player's role is in the game.
•

Physical prototypes: These are helpful tools for working through how a game feels to play.

Physical prototypes involve enacting aspects of the play experience in real life to help think
through the play experience.
•

Playable prototypes: These are functional, playable prototypes that allow players to experi-

ence the main actions in the game. These tend to be rough , often not including graphics,
sound, or even goals. The point of playable prototypes is to investigate the core actions
players perform in the game.
•

Art and sound prototypes: These prototypes shift attention to the sensory elements of a

game. The focus is on exploring the visual and aural style, and sometimes, the production
processes for creating these.
•

Interface prototypes: These explore the ways the player interacts with the game. This can

include screen-based information and player action feedback systems, but also the actual
mechanism by which the game is controlled.
•

Code/tech prototypes: These prototypes explore technical aspects of the game, like whether

or not it will play smoothly on certain kinds of devices or computers and whether or not
the pipeline for integrating assets is working well. It can also help understand technologies
that are new to the team, like special controllers or input devices.
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•

Core game prototypes : These allow the investigation of the core play experience. They move

beyond the rougher playable prototype by including the full set of actions available to
players, integration of goals and win and lose states, and other important aspects of the
game . It is also wise to include basic art and sound in a core game prototype so that their
impact on the play experience can be evaluated.
•

Complete game prototypes: These are prototypes that embody the full play experience of

the game. As such, they are the best way to fully evaluate the game 's design.
Ultimately , you are giving form to your ideas and making something playable . However, how do
you know if it 's the right form and if it 's fun? Well, our prototype is a playable question , and as
we'll see in the next chapter , the playtest is the answer.

